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Presentations with Augmented Reality (AR) are becoming an essential tool of design teams. They allow designers to more easily connect the dots leading to design ideas. However, data visualisation with AR in the context of presentations are little researched to date. This leaves two key research questions: (1) How to design an AR data visualisation in presentations? and (2) How to orchestrate seams in presentations that include AR? In order to answer these, we report an in-depth Research through Design (RtD) case study, exploring the design process of two data visualisation prototypes in HoloLens. This research process highlights the implications of including a data visualisation in AR in the presentation structure, generating the appearance of seams or transitions between media channels. Based on our findings, we make three contributions. First, we propose the concept of hybrid presentations as a type of presentation that blends, in the same narrative, at least two media channels that combine physical and virtual media. Second, we explain how seams can be orchestrated in hybrid presentations by introducing the idea of an interaction between channel seams and narrative seams. Third, we translate these insights into concrete guidelines for designers dealing with hybrid presentations and design of data visualisations in AR.
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**Relevance to Design Practice** – This article provides (1) a framework for understanding the major factors affecting hybrid presentations, (2) a set of guidelines for understanding the implications of designing an AR data visualisation, and (3) guidelines for the design of seams in hybrid presentations.


**Introduction**

Rapid technological development affords new communication mediums that augment human interpersonal communication (Biocca & Levy, 1995). Here, Augmented Reality (AR) presentations pave the way for new types of experiences that allow the computer “to fade into the background” (Weiser, 1991, p. 3). As Lehman (n.d.) says: “you are able to not only see different aspects of your design idea, but you are also able to connect these different aspects into the advancement and evolution of the design idea.” Preliminary work has suggested that AR can enable a more intuitive presentation of information in design (Shen et al., 2010). Thus, AR is emerging as a critical area for the future of design work.

AR systems position graphics in 3D space, merge the real environment with computer-generated imagery and provide real-time interactive graphics (Azuma et al., 2001). In addition, AR allows for natural communication and coordination in collaborative spaces (Butscher et al., 2018) and creates an emotional link with the content presented (Parnshina-Kottas & Patanjali, 2020). AR has been used in design to communicate product design alternatives during co-creative sessions (O’Hare et al., 2018), to enhance sketching affordances (Müller et al., 2004), and in usability testing (Choi & Mittal, 2015). AR has the potential to display data visualisations and enhance real-world objects for design communication. The domain that specialises in visualisations with immersive technologies such as AR is named immersive analytics. The agenda for this rapidly evolving domain highlights the use of engaging, embodied analysis tools to support data understanding and decision making (Dwyer et al., 2018; Marriott et al., 2018). This has sparked numerous case studies exploring the embodiment of information with AR (West et al., 2015), which have revealed several unique grand challenges ranging from spatially situated data visualisations to collaborative analytics, to interaction with immersive analytic systems, and to user scenarios and evaluation (Ens et al., 2021).

Previous work in data visualisation in AR showcases the superiority of HoloLens (Microsoft, 2020) versus the uses of a computer when it comes to detailed manipulation tasks requiring high interactivity (Bach et al., 2018). Further, the exploration of AR for data visualisation fosters creative approaches to the display of information by combining HoloLens with mobile devices (Hubenschmid et al., 2021; Langner et al., 2021). In addition, beyond looking at creative combinations of displays afforded by immersive analytics, prior work emphasises the importance of...
research on information presentation. Most notably, Webb et al. (2016) state that “what is needed is a way to effectively present digital information that augments what the user experiences in the real world without distracting or overloading the user or making their task more difficult” (p. 382). There is, thus, a need for evidence-based guidelines on how to present information and data visualisation with emerging technologies such as AR “even if we find that the best way is to simply show abstract data on a flat 2D ‘billboard’” (Marriott et al., 2018a, pp. 27). Hence our motivation for this research was to explore possible principles and guidelines for the design of data visualisation and information in AR. Therefore, our first Research Question (RQ) is: How to design an AR data visualisation in presentations?

In addition to data visualisation, it is also necessary to consider the presentation structure where data visualisation in AR will be included (Bravo & Maier, 2020) and the impact of the presentation format on the audience. Whyte et al. (2008) explain that: “visual representations that articulate and communicate a strategy do not end up being used simply as representations but instead become the strategy” (p. 87). This can be understood through cognitive fit theory, which mentions a link between the type of information presented and decision performance (Meyer, 2000; Speier, 2006; Teets et al., 2010). Further, combining several media1 in one presentation leads to having transitions, in other words, having seams between the use of different technologies; defined as a “discontinuity or constraint in interaction that forces the user to shift among a variety of spaces or modes of operation” (Billinghurst et al., 2008, p. 3). There are two main approaches to the design of seams: seamless design (Ishii et al., 1994) and seamful design (Chalmers et al., 2003). However, these only deal with technological discontinuities and do not consider the narrative or communicative storyline extant in typical presentations (Barry & Elmes, 1997). Therefore, our second RQ is: How to orchestrate seams in presentations that include AR?

In order to answer these research questions (RQs), we adopted a Research through Design (RtD) process of practice-based design research with the aim of knowledge production through pragmatic experimentation (Vaughan, 2017). Based on the data gathered during the AR data visualisation design process, we answered our RQs and derived several contributions for both design theory and practice. These include: (1) a theoretical framework for understanding hybrid presentations as a combination of physical and virtual media, (2) insights into how to orchestrate seams with regards to a narrative in a presentation, (3) and design guidelines that operationalise these insights for practitioners.

**Methodology: Research through Design**

The Research through Design (RtD) process builds on a grounded approach by focusing on a case study with domain experts (Krogh et al., 2015). The case was conducted over one-and-a-half years with an industry collaborator and industry domain experts. The industry collaborator was a company that specialised in developing AR solutions. The domain experts were a consulting company that specialised in financial valuation. To understand the value and emerging properties of including a data visualisation in AR in presentations, the first author worked both as a designer and researcher, designing the data visualisation in AR and examining its implications for research.

RtD is a design research method that considers both the design process and the results stemming from this practice-based research. The case provided the three elements that characterise RtD: research questions, a programme and design experiments (Brandt & Binder, 2007). Our initial research question (RQ) was: How to design an AR data visualisation in presentations? This was translated into an RtD programme corresponding to designing presentations in AR where our initial RQ was developed through pragmatic experimentation. The second RQ: How to orchestrate seams in presentations that include AR? emerged during this RtD process. In other words, we discovered this question through building the artefact (data visualisation). The artefact corresponds to the design experiment in the RtD process (Brandt & Binder, 2007; Nam & Kim, 2011). Through the RtD process, concrete actions were undertaken as a vehicle for knowledge production. Thus, the goal of the design process, as reported in this paper, is not the data visualisation per se; but the knowledge stemming from the design process.

We iterated over two prototypes in our design process. Both of them can be considered vehicles for theory building according to the taxonomy presented by Giaccardi (2019). Each prototype had the same design process: user research, design, and user evaluation. While data was collected during the design process itself (e.g., user research and user evaluation), our focus when developing contributions is on the data derived from the overall RtD process concerning our RQs. As such, it is this aspect of data collection and analysis that forms the core of our methodological reporting.

---

1. Media can be defined as any type of information that is used to communicate a message. In the context of this research, media refers to the various types of information that are presented in a presentation, including data visualisation, text, and audio.
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Data Collection and Analysis

Data was collected from several sources (Yin, 2018; see Table 1) and used to inform both the RtD process and the design process. In prototype I, the data from the user research (interviews) informed the design process. Upon finalising the prototype, we made a user evaluation (workshop) and gathered data to inform the following iteration. A detailed description of the work can be found in (Bravo & Maier, 2020). Prototype II started with user research (workshop) to refine our insights from the prior user evaluation before getting into the design process. Finally, we concluded prototype II with the user evaluation (remote workshop). Given the above-noted focus on developing insights from the overall RtD process, we do not elaborate on specific aspects of design-related data collection.

The data collected during the case study—via interviews, workshops, documents, and field notes by the first author served to triangulate the RtD process and informed the design work. Interview and workshop data was transcribed. The analysis was conducted following an iterative process. First, we coded the data inductively according to themes that emerged in this initial analysis. For example, two emergent themes were the importance of channels and narrative, as outlined in Table 2. Second, we refined the coding by linking the themes to the field notes, examining recurring patterns, and iterating the groupings in the data. In addition, we travelled back and forth between the data and the literature to ensure the conceptual validity of the themes, following theory-building best practice (Wacker, 2008). This resulted in refined themes, with for example, the initial theme of narrative (Table 2) being elaborated with respect to the degree of integration across a presentation (Table 3). At each stage we repeatedly iterated on the themes amongst the research team, as well as with respect to the multiple data sources and the literature. This ensured consistency in our analysis and characterisation of the themes, as well as triangulation of data for all themes, following thematic analysis best practices (Miles et al., 2014). The resulting analysis thus produced two major points of reflection corresponding to the sections the emergence of hybrid presentations (prototype I; Table 2), and refining understanding of hybrid presentations (prototype II; Table 3). Further detail of the analysis is found in each section.

Research through Design: Prototype Design and Evaluation

Here we present the RtD process of the two data visualisation prototypes. In concert with three developers from the AR company, the first author undertook the primary design and development work. Thus, the first author was in charge of the design and research aspects, and the developers were in charge of the development and deployment of the data visualisation in HoloLens. This data visualisation of financial data can be defined as explanatory-experiential2, according to Cairo (2013). Figure 1 outlines the different phases of the design process.

An adaptation of design thinking methodology was used to iterate on the prototypes. Design thinking consists of 5 phases: empathise, define, ideate, prototype and test (Kimbell, 2011). In our case, we adapted this methodology for the design process as follows: (1) user research corresponding to the empathise and define phases; (2) design process, corresponding to the ideate and prototype phases; and (3) user evaluation corresponding to the testing phase.

Table 1. Data collected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prototype</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Number and duration (min)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prototype I</td>
<td>User research</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>7 (45-90)</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews with domain experts from several companies. The interviewees included 3 data analysts and four managers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User evaluation</td>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td>1 (120)</td>
<td>The workshop involved the first author of the paper, one developer from the AR company and four domain experts from the same company. It consisted of an initial 10-minute training on using HoloLens, followed by an individual exploration of the data visualisation in AR. Finally, a collective review was held to share the common impressions of using a data visualisation in AR for the presentation of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype II</td>
<td>User research</td>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td>1 (150)</td>
<td>The workshop consisted of explaining a presentation of valuation and further questions and discussion on using a data visualisation in AR. The workshop involved the first author of the paper, five members of the AR company and one domain expert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Documents</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Consisting of two samples (documents) of presentations of valuation data that consultants used during the presentations with real clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User evaluation</td>
<td>Remote Workshop</td>
<td>1 (90)</td>
<td>Deployment of the AR data visualisation via mobile AR in a Zoom conference call. The participants in the workshop were the main author of the paper, three members of the AR company and two domain experts. The data visualisation was assessed and further discussed during the call.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First, the first author conducted a series of interviews with different company representatives who are used to present data visualisation in the context of presentations. In total, seven interviews with different profiles of interviewees were conducted, including three data analysts with different degrees of seniority, three managers, and one executive. A complete design-focused analysis of the interviews is found in a prior study (Bravo & Maier, 2020) and not further elaborated here as this is not required for understanding the overall RtD results related to our RQs.

The main takeaways of this study informed the direction to take in the design process. Two critical points included: (1) to reduce the amount of information presented to favour clarity in the message. This insight translated to design meant that we had to design a data visualisation that would keep the essential elements to favour clarity in the presentation. (2) To incorporate interactivity in the presentation to visualise other scenarios in the data to support shared understanding between participants.

Design Process
Entering the design process, we first identified the dataset to use. One of the participants in the prior user research provided the dataset based on real-case valuation data. Valuation data is used to determine the value of a company in the market. Based on this financial dataset, the first author outlined an initial sketch of the data visualisation in AR, keeping only essential information in the field-of-view to favour clarity in the message (see Figure 2).

The development of the prototype started with one design sprint lasting two days with a team of three developers and the first author. One month later, an additional design sprint of three days was necessary to complete the prototype. In total, five days of full-time work from a team of four professionals was necessary to accomplish the prototype in Unity (see Figure 3).

In addition to the research insights gathered from the prior user research, the design process was informed by two theories to favour the understanding of the information presented: (1) cognitive fit and (2) cognitive load. Cognitive fit states that choosing to present information on a table or a graph depends on the type of task supported (Meyer, 2000; Teets et al., 2010). Cognitive load deals with keeping the essential quantity of information in the field-of-view of the user (Hart, 2012; Van der Land et al., 2013).

The data visualisation consisted of a stacked area graph (Figure 3) to enable the perception of the main information in the dataset at a single glance. We designed two variations of the stacked area graph (a 3D data visualisation and a 2D data visualisation) for both design and research purposes. On the one hand, we wanted to provide users with some filtering options (Ulusoy et al., 2018; design purpose). On the other hand, we wanted to understand the pros and cons of visualising information in 2D and 3D (research purpose). Some prior studies had already assessed the differences in 2D and 3D representations on a desktop (Amini et al., 2015; Dubel et al., 2015), in VR (Millais et al., 2018; Wagner Filho et al., 2018); and in an environment combining both screen and VR (Su et al., 2019). However, none of them had been conducted with HoloLens. The resulting prototype displayed a 2D and 3D data visualisation together with an interactive panel enabling three choices: 2D, 3D, or 2D and 3D. As illustrated in Figure 3, the 3D data visualisation was designed to be placed on a table surface. The 2D data visualisation was automatically placed on top of the 3D data visualisation, using the blackboard metaphor, and complementary to the 3D data visualisation.

Our data visualisation was made to compare general trends in the data. It displayed essential information, including the axes’ labelling, the interaction panel, and on-demand data-point values. This design decision was made following the visual information seeking mantra in which users get first a general impression of the dataset and subsequently explore the data (Shneiderman, 2003). For concrete values, we designed a feature that would reveal the value of a data point upon directing the gaze towards the data point. Therefore, our data visualisation presented a general overview of the patterns in the data together with precise information retrieved upon directing the gaze to the corresponding data point.

User Evaluation
Following the design of prototype I, user evaluation was used to gather insights about the prototype. Given the importance of participatory approaches in this context, we conducted a workshop...
with four domain experts specialised in presenting valuation data: an executive, a senior manager, and two data analysts. The workshop consisted of:

1. **Initial collective training.** 10-minute dedicated to explaining how to use and wear the HoloLens.
2. **Individual exploration of the data visualisation.** Each participant wore the HoloLens in turns. At the end of each exploration, the first author asked several questions to gain insights into the experience of visualising data in AR.
3. **Final collective review.** Feedback dialogue between the first author and the workshop participants on the experience.

Participants agreed that the 2D data visualisation was not necessary for the experience. One of the data analysts commented: “2D is not different from what you could see on the screen, right? Because it is really obvious. So, I think it’s definitely the 3D that adds something.” The executive added: “I think the 3D version was better for the situation.” Following this insight, we decided to apply this knowledge to the prototype and eliminate the data visualisation in 2D to focus on the 3D data visualisation and the storytelling possibilities of having data and participants embedded in the same field-of-view. This concluded the first design iteration and prototype I and provided the basis for the first round of RQ focused data analysis and reflection.

**Reflection on Theoretical Contribution I: The Emergence of Hybrid Presentations**

This section presents the first RQ-focused data analysis iteration (see Data Collection and Analysis for an overview of the whole process). This was heavily informed by a critical insight that emerged during the design work: a clear transition from *presenting with documents* to *presenting with AR*. Here, we witnessed a break in the experience of the presentation when changing from one media channel\(^1\) (the use of documents) to another media channel\(^1\) (the use of HoloLens).

Each channel in the presentation (first, the documentation, and second, the data visualisation in AR) had been previously treated as independent, whereas the AR data visualisation was central to the overall presentation narrative. Therefore, the presentation had to be considered a single narrative entity with two channels using different media: (1) the printed documents and (2) the data visualisation AR. This constituted a breakthrough in understanding for the first author and highlighted a clear distinction from prior research where the connection between the data visualisation and the presentation had not been addressed. Hence, we coined the term *hybrid presentation* to refer to a presentation involving different media contributing to a unified presentation narrative. Table 2 presents the initially observed properties and exemplars of data associated with the proposed concept of a *hybrid presentation*. These are illustrative quotes that correspond to a broader body of evidence.

Table 2 shows how hybrid presentations are composed of two main dimensions: channels and narrative. Regarding channels, the presentation combined two types of media: printed documents and data visualisation in AR. The seam between the use of documents and AR was clear: participants were not familiar with the use of HoloLens and were disorientated and not knowing what to do. In addition, there were difficulties in putting on the headset for the first time.

An advantage was the simultaneous perception of data and participants in the same space, creating an integrated experience (see Figure 4). The interaction was discussed in terms of introducing new values in the data visualisation. This parameter was considered vital for the presentation of valuation data. The senior manager explained: “If we add this to your business, it has this effect. If we take this out of it, it has this effect. If we take this out of it, it has this effect.” In this way, the data visualisation could be updated during the meeting with the values mentioned in the conversation.

Concerning narrative, the data visualisation in AR that we presented was not integrated with the presentation narrative. Participants suggested introducing it gradually in the corpus of the presentation. For example, the senior manager compared this gradual process with building up the story like Lego. In this manner, we could orient the audience’s attention to each element built upon the other. To conclude, prototype I led to the proposition of *hybrid presentation* as a distinct concept, with both channels and narrative. This formed the basis for the second design iteration (prototype II).
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Table 2. Hybrid presentation analysis: Initial stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Example quotes</th>
<th>Participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channels</td>
<td>Media</td>
<td>Augmented Reality</td>
<td>I would probably not have the glasses on in the entire meeting.</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Printed Documents</td>
<td>So, I would present, you know, the case, the storyline and then I would show the results.</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seams</td>
<td></td>
<td>Disorientation at the beginning of the experience: where to look, what to</td>
<td>Oh! Now I used my hands, I should not do that.</td>
<td>Senior Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>look at, how to interact.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not knowing what to do at the beginning.</td>
<td>So, what should I do?</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulties implied in putting on the headset.</td>
<td>The barrier of wearing this [referring to the headset] in the meeting.</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simultaneous perception of the participants and the data in the meeting</td>
<td>You can sit around this table, look at each other, instead of turning around</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>space.</td>
<td>looking at a screen or pointing on a computer, you know.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>You have the same graph on the table and then we can look to each other and discuss while it’s still there.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction of the client input into the data visualisation in real-time.</td>
<td>I think it becomes very obvious for the client. If we add this to your business, it has this effect. If we take this out of it, it has this effect.</td>
<td>Senior Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>We would like to have the client input and, we have a margin of a 5% that we would like to switch around in the meeting. [...] We would like to make it more dynamic to get the clients’ input into the conclusions.</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Course†</td>
<td>Progressive introduction of content in AR (the data visualisation) coupled</td>
<td>In a real meeting, you would probably start basically putting on the glasses without having anything on the table. Just a white base, and then you would slowly build up the storyline. Put more and more of the graphs into the table, while you are explaining what is happening.</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with the presentation narrative.</td>
<td>If you can build it as you speak;</td>
<td>Senior Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Illustration of a hybrid presentation with AR.
Data visualisation with AR combined to printed documents in the meeting space.
Prototype II

User Research

To start the second prototype, we conducted a 150-minute workshop to understand the presentation of valuation data better. Participants in the workshop included: five members of the AR company, the expert in valuation data and the first author. The workshop was presented in two stages:

1. Presentation of valuation data. Held by the expert for 60 minutes.
2. Discussion. On the use of the data visualisation in AR in the context of the presentation.

The first takeaway from the workshop helped us understand how presentations of valuation data unfold during a meeting. The presentation can be labelled as serious storytelling, using a narrative for serious contexts that are beyond entertainment purpose (Lugmayr et al., 2017). During a valuation data presentation, there is a discussion of the company’s estimated value accompanied by a rigorous analysis of the market. This data is explained with documents that include data visualisations. The narrative builds until consultants explain their calculations for the value of the company. Then, the presentation becomes a discussion of assumptions between the consultants and the clients. Here is where interactive features of the data visualisation in AR would become relevant: to visualise the values proposed both by the consultants and the clients at the end of the presentation. This would become a key design point to implement in the next phase.

The second takeaway concerned the data visualisation design. The expert giving the presentation proposed a different type of data visualisation than the one used in prototype I (see Figure 5). He proposed using a 3D bar chart, which is much more familiar and easier to understand to general audiences than the previous stacked area graph. The use of a more familiar type of data visualisation is in line with theory relating the level of understanding with familiarity in the visual representation used (Geraldi & Arlt, 2015). This suggestion would be implemented in the next phase.

Design Process

The design process proceeded differently from the first iteration: it did not consist of design sprints but of distributed work of the design and development team across two months. The data collected in the user research workshop led to two major design changes in the prototype. First, from designing a stacked area chart (prototype I) to designing a 3D bar chart (prototype II). A change in the nature of the data visualisation meant to restart the data visualisation design from scratch. We created the suggested 3D bar chart in Unity (as shown in Figure 6).

Second, we added real-time interactivity with the data presented. By selecting parameters on an Excel document, the numbers were automatically updated and displayed in the data visualisation. Hence, the bars increased or decreased according to the values shown in Excel. In addition, bars could be selected upon gazing at the bar and would be highlighted in a different colour (shown in purple in Figure 6). By using this interactive feature during the presentation, the consultants could include their clients’ input into the conclusion.

Furthermore, the development team added the functionality of visualising the dataset with mobile AR. This new feature enabled the deployment of the data visualisation with a mobile phone capable of displaying AR content and improved the accessibility of the data visualisation to a broader range of users. In addition, this feature was ideal for remote presentations.

User Evaluation

User evaluation consisted of a remote workshop held via Zoom. Participants in the workshop included three members from the AR company, two experts and the first author. One of the experts was familiar with the project, and the other expert, with more seniority, was new. The remote user evaluation consisted of a qualitative evaluation of the data visualisation prototype displayed through mobile AR. It was held as follows:

1. Setting up the data visualisation. Each participant deployed the data visualisation with their mobile phones in the room where they were having the conference call.
2. Discovery and interaction of the data visualisation. Some minutes to interact and discover the affordances of the data visualisation.
3. Collective review. The design and development team proceeded to ask questions about the data visualisation shown to the experts.
During the collective review, the experts suggested recommendations on the data visualisation design to expand the possibilities of the data visualisation presented for use in a real case. Some of the suggestions were: (1) possibility of choosing between different types of data visualisations. This was understandable as different types of datasets require different types of representations. Therefore, having a more comprehensive range of data visualisations would enable to choose the most suitable visualisation adapted to the case presented. (2) Increased customisation options in the visual design of the data visualisation, such as choosing the colour palette. This was a crucial point to the experts, as their presentations were adapted to the client’s branding strategy.

Above all, this remote user session presented a novelty: the use of mobile AR. Mobile AR is a technology more familiar to the consultants that tested our prototype, and the experience was smoother than with the use of HoloLens (previous user evaluation session). In addition, this remote presentation required synchronising participants to perceive the experience at the same time. Therefore, in distributed multiuser settings, synchronising the experience at the beginning is key to the presentation’s success.

### Table 3. Hybrid presentation analysis: Refinement stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channels</td>
<td>Media</td>
<td>Virtual</td>
<td>Augmented Reality</td>
<td>Novel element in the presentation, appearing after revealing the valuation results.</td>
<td>Researcher field note excerpt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Printed Documents</td>
<td>The brochures that consultants usually print for valuation meetings.</td>
<td>Researcher field note excerpt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seams</td>
<td>Visible Seam</td>
<td>The wow effect or surprise by using the data visualisation for the first time.</td>
<td>Oh, wow!</td>
<td>Data Analyst quote</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Invisible Seam</td>
<td>The use of mobile AR implied to have a smoother experience than the use of HoloLens.</td>
<td>Using mobile AR is easier because all participants are used to phones.</td>
<td>Researcher field note excerpt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The data visualisation in AR enables to change the data values presented in the graph while keeping the presentation mode.</td>
<td>The good thing about this tool would also be that you got to stay in presentation mode whereas if you have to pop up the Excel sheet, then you leave what I call “presentation mode”.</td>
<td>Senior Data Analyst quote</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staying in a presentation mindset and keeping the attention while changing data values.</td>
<td>Keep the attention on the presentation and stay in that mindset.</td>
<td>Senior Data Analyst quote</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>The data visualisation in AR enables to have an active discussion in the presentation by interacting with the items presented in the graph.</td>
<td>Think this [the data visualisation in AR] is a great tool for items that are at the centre of the discussion but not so necessary for things that are more like “passive” presentation.</td>
<td>Senior Data Analyst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rigid</td>
<td>The data visualisation in AR enables to change specific values in the graph and to visualise the effect in the data in real-time.</td>
<td>It could definitely add value to items like that where, you know, you are sitting and discussing “back and forth” [...] where it makes sense to tweak things.</td>
<td>Senior Data Analyst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The data visualisation does not include data selection tools such as a slider.</td>
<td>If you could have sort of a slider that you could change the values on.</td>
<td>Senior Data Analyst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Integrated content</td>
<td>The data visualisation in AR is for key graphs in the presentation.</td>
<td>You wouldn’t do all your graphs on this [...] it would lose importance.</td>
<td>Senior Data Analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-integrated content</td>
<td>The AR mobile application was not integrated in the presentation.</td>
<td>Introducing the mobile AR data visualisation creates a “seam” in the narrative of the presentation.</td>
<td>Researcher field note excerpt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
seams of different types: visible and invisible. In the literature, a visible seam is referred to as seamful design, and an invisible seam is referred to as a seamless design, where invisible seams help keep the attention and maintain the presentation mode. This insight comes from Reflection on Theoretical Contribution I and is expanded in this section.

There are two types of interaction possibilities between the channel and the narrative: either the channel is flexible (adaptable to the narrative), or it is rigid (the content of the channel is pre-defined and cannot be adapted to the narrative). In the case presented, real-time data input enabled changes to values in the data visualisation as the conversation unfolded. The experts emphasised this specific parameter as bringing value to the communication strategy used in the presentation. Experts could make the presentation active to the client’s inputs while maintaining a presentation mode.

With regards to the narrative, we differentiate between two types of integration of content in the flow of the presentation. (1) Integrated content specialises each channel for specific communication purposes in the overall presentation flow and adds value to the presentation delivery. (2) Non-integrated content creates seams in the presentation. In our study case, the data visualisation was integrated into the presentation for items that are at the centre of the discussion, as reported by the senior data analyst. However, given that it was the first time deploying mobile AR, the application was not integrated into the presentation’s content (for example, via a link).

To conclude, our RQ focused analysis from prototype II led to the refinement of the hybrid presentation concept and its relationships with the use of seams. Refinement of the theoretical insights from prototype I is mainly regarding the visibility of seams (an invisible seam helps maintain the flow of the presentation) and the flexibility of the affordances presented in the channel with regards to the narrative. Flexibility allows for an active presentation to discuss and change parameters with the audience as the presentation unfolds.

**Discussion**

Based on the results of the study (outlined in Tables 2 and 3), we answer our two research questions (RQs) and derive two major contributions to the design of presentations with data visualisation in AR: (1) a theoretical contribution for understanding hybrid presentations and seams (answer to RQ2), and (2) design guidelines derived from this (answer to RQ1). We elaborate and discuss these contributions in the following sections.

**Hybrid Presentations**

In this paper, the term hybrid presentations is the result of knowledge discovery through our RtD process and is defined as:

**Hybrid presentation:** a presentation involving virtual and physical media that interact with each other and contribute to a unified narrative.

Prior work has used hybrid as a notion that stands for the combination of two or more elements. In the visualisation community, the term hybrid refers to the combination of different types of visualisations within the same project for a common purpose (Arendt et al., 2015; Su et al., 2019). In the VR and AR community, the term is used to refer to the combination of both VR and AR for data analysis and presentation (Cavallaro et al., 2019), as an extension of current data analysis tools (Wang et al., 2020) and in the context of smart homes (Seo et al., 2016). However, this has not been previously connected to the specific properties of presentations.

This distinction is essential for three main reasons. First, presentations use affordances from the real-world (through physical media that are documents in our study) and from the virtual world (through computer-generated media that is a data visualisation in AR in our study). Understanding the affordances of physical media combined with virtual media such as VR and AR becomes a key asset for storytelling and design in presentations.

In media theory, there is a distinction between multi-, cross-, and omnichannel communication for delivering a message that supports several channels (Yrjolä et al., 2018). However, to our knowledge, these terms have not been previously connected to the context of presentations. Second, a presentation has a unified narrative as part of a communication strategy (Barry & Elmes, 1997). Therefore, taking into account the affordances of each channel towards a common and unified narrative is crucial to the coherent design of the presentation and a credible narrative. Again, this narrative element is lacking in prior work, particularly related to seams, which has to date only focused on technological aspects (Chalmers et al., 2003; Inman & Ribes, 2019; Ishii et al., 1994). Finally, when compared to media theory, the framework presented here is similar to cross-channel communication where the user chooses an appropriate combination of channels for purchasing processes (Yrjolä et al., 2018) with the difference that we apply the concept to presentations that are distributed among several channels that include physical and virtual media.

Given these distinctions, we illustrate an understanding of hybrid presentations as in Figure 7. This shows how hybrid presentations reflect a combination of physical media and virtual media with a unified presentation narrative. This is the *sine qua non condition* for a hybrid presentation. Interaction happens between media channels, and seams are found at the intersection of channels.

**Seams in Hybrid Presentations**

Seams correspond to the transition between media channels and are about integrating a channel in the overall presentation flow. Literature on seams is controversial: there is the perspective that seams need to be minimised to make an experience seamless and thus make invisible the space of transition from one media channel to the other by creating continuity. This continuity is defined as integration in seamless design (Ishii et al., 1994). Another perspective aims for seamful experiences by treating seams as a resource by making them visible instead of trying to minimise them (Chalmers et al., 2003). However, these discussions have primarily focused on seams as technical discontinuities, also known as breaks in the technology (Chalmers et al., 2003; Inman & Ribes, 2019; Ishii et al., 1994).
In contrast, seams in hybrid presentations have two distinct dimensions: channel and narrative. An example of this is found in the introduction of the AR headset during a hybrid presentation. It is not possible to conceal the headset. Therefore we need to find a coherent way to incorporate the seam created by the change of channel (from the use of documents to the use of an AR headset) into the presentation’s narrative. This is contrary to some expectations from media communication in technology: “We expect media to be transparent in interpersonal communication. This means that we expect that the media will not be intrusive and the full effect of the relational message can be experienced” (Biocca & Levy, 1995, p. 285). Therefore, in the design of seams in hybrid presentations, it is essential to consider both channel and narrative, with the understanding that while channel seams cannot usually be concealed, they can be mitigated or even leveraged by combining them with the proper presentation narrative.

This interaction between channel- and narrative seams thus expands prior research on seams and highlights a novel aspect of hybrid presentations. Furthermore, this new situation brings the opportunity to think about seams in the context of a narrative: to design seams taking into account the narrative and not only considering seams as a consequence of technological implementation. In particular, we highlight the need to take a narrative perspective to seams to design a presentation with a coherent flow across technological discontinuities. Table 4 presents the differences in seam visibility between literature (channel perspective) and the one presented in this paper (narrative perspective). We emphasise that both perspectives are complementary, and considering both can guide a more effective orchestration of seams in hybrid presentations.

The channel perspective considers a visible seam as a break between media that may lead to cognitive load (Ishii et al., 1994). The invisible seam provides a smooth experience between media in the presentation. The narrative perspective considers the intentional design of seams to be aligned with the storyline and overall communication strategy. This perspective resonates with Chalmers’ affirmation on using seams as a resource for interaction (Chalmers et al., 2003). The designer of the presentation may design an interaction that breaks the narrative flow (visible seam) or that supports (invisible seam) the narrative flow. The former option would be in line with seamless design and the latter with seamful design. In the narrative context, seams may become attentional anchors that guide user behaviour. For example, in the above-noted example of putting on the headset, the participant shifts from a space that (s)he knows towards an unknown space (Furness, 2020). There is a need to orchestrate properly or choreograph that moment in Furness’s words. Therefore, the strategy is to design the presentation considering that seam to align the presentation narrative with it and embed the seam as a resource in the communication strategy.

Together, the concept of hybrid presentations (Figure 7) and the associated decomposition of channel and narrative seams (Table 4) extend understanding of how to orchestrate seams in an AR data visualisation, answering our second research question. In the next section, we provide some concrete design guidelines.

### Design Guidelines for Hybrid Presentations and Data Visualisation in AR

Guidelines for designers fall into two main groups: (1) seams in hybrid presentations (RQ2) and (2) data visualisation in AR presentations (RQ1).

#### Guidelines for Seams in Hybrid Presentations

- **Consider both channel and narrative seams.** Seams should be orchestrated following (1) the channel, determining the technological affordances and limitations of each channel, and (2) the aspect to convey in the narrative. Both channel and narrative are complementary perspectives.

#### Table 4. Two perspectives to seam visibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perspectives</th>
<th>Invisible seam</th>
<th>Visible seam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>Continuity between media (supports presentation flow).</td>
<td>Break between media (does not necessarily imply a break in presentation flow if there is narrative continuity).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Continuity with the storyline (supports presentation flow).</td>
<td>Break in the storyline (breaks presentation flow).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Synchronise seams. In presentations involving more than one person, it is vital to synchronise the seam moment between the audience. Therefore, the transition from one channel to another needs to be synchronised to live the seam as a collective experience. This is equally applicable in distributed settings.

Mitigate the use of unfamiliar channels. The choice of an unfamiliar channel to the target audience creates a more visible seam. We observed this phenomenon contrasting the channels used in the user evaluation in prototype I (held with HoloLens) and the user evaluation in prototype II (held remotely using mobile AR). Both hardware created a seam in the moment of setting up the data visualisation. However, comparing the use of one channel with the other, we realised that mobile AR was smoother and easier to adopt for the audience. Therefore, we assume that familiar technology to the audience will result in a less visible seam. In addition, from a narrative perspective, the use of an unfamiliar technology had the risk of distracting the audience from the content presented, given that they may shift their attention to the hardware used. Thus, there is the risk that the medium becomes the message (McLuhan, 2017).

These guidelines are intended for the use of designers of hybrid presentations. They apply to a wide range of hybrid presentation use cases, from presentations that merge VR with presentation use cases, from presentations that merge VR with PowerPoint on a screen to presentations that combine PowerPoint on a screen and AR. We found that introducing novelty in visual representations that make use of new display technologies was not recommended. For example, suppose that you wear a headset for the first time, and on top of that, the information presented has no previous relation to what you are used to. A frame of reference is lacking. Thus, adopting familiar types of data visualisation and user interfaces is fundamental to presenting information in AR. While the guidelines below are not new per se, they take on particular significance and context-specific focus regarding new display types of information in presentations. Terms such as familiarity, simplicity, and flexibility are favoured; because the visualisation should be an enabler that is easily decoded to support the flow of the presentation.

Guidelines for an AR Data Visualisation in Presentations

These guidelines respond to our initial motivation for this research article: exploring the design principles applied to data visualisation in presentations in AR. We found that introducing novelty in visual representations that make use of new display technologies was not recommended. For example, suppose that you wear a headset for the first time, and on top of that, the information presented has no previous relation to what you are used to. A frame of reference is lacking. Thus, adopting familiar types of data visualisation and user interfaces is fundamental to presenting information in AR. While the guidelines below are not new per se, they take on particular significance and context-specific focus regarding new display types of information in presentations. Terms such as familiarity, simplicity, and flexibility are favoured; because the visualisation should be an enabler that is easily decoded to support the flow of the presentation.

Simplicity in the presentation design to favour understanding and attention. This statement is in line with the field comment in (Bravo & Maier, 2020): You need to put in a real effort to make it simple enough to explain and make people understand. This includes two aspects: (1) the level of detail of the data presented and the complexity that should be comparable to the user’s level of knowledge; (2) Having the minimum number of elements required in the field-of-view of the user, to guide their attention and focus in the presentation. This includes showing one visualisation at a time. Exceptionally, some cases may present a combination of two data visualisations simultaneously. For example, prototype I combined a 2D and a 3D version of the same dataset. We combined both to provide the user with greater accuracy in perceiving the values in the data (Cleveland & McGill, 1985; Millais et al., 2018).

Mitigate the use of unfamiliar channels. The choice of an unfamiliar channel to the target audience creates a more visible seam. We observed this phenomenon contrasting the channels used in the user evaluation in prototype I (held with HoloLens) and the user evaluation in prototype II (held remotely using mobile AR). Both hardware created a seam in the moment of setting up the data visualisation. However, comparing the use of one channel with the other, we realised that mobile AR was smoother and easier to adopt for the audience. Therefore, we assume that familiar technology to the audience will result in a less visible seam. In addition, from a narrative perspective, the use of an unfamiliar technology had the risk of distracting the audience from the content presented, given that they may shift their attention to the hardware used. Thus, there is the risk that the medium becomes the message (McLuhan, 2017).

These guidelines are intended for the use of designers of hybrid presentations. They apply to a wide range of hybrid presentation use cases, from presentations that merge VR with presentation use cases, from presentations that merge VR with PowerPoint on a screen to presentations that combine PowerPoint on a screen and AR. We found that introducing novelty in visual representations that make use of new display technologies was not recommended. For example, suppose that you wear a headset for the first time, and on top of that, the information presented has no previous relation to what you are used to. A frame of reference is lacking. Thus, adopting familiar types of data visualisation and user interfaces is fundamental to presenting information in AR. While the guidelines below are not new per se, they take on particular significance and context-specific focus regarding new display types of information in presentations. Terms such as familiarity, simplicity, and flexibility are favoured; because the visualisation should be an enabler that is easily decoded to support the flow of the presentation.

Familiarity with the data visualisation to favour confidence. There should be a balance between familiarity and novelty in terms of display and in terms of data visualisation used. When a display is unfamiliar to the target audience (such as in this study), familiarity with the data visualisation is critical. Familiar data visualisations are recommended because they foster confidence in the information presented. Literature in project management (Geraldi & Arlt, 2015; Killen et al., 2020) and visualisation address this point (Dimara et al., 2017; Lyi et al., 2021; Van Biljon & Osei-Bryson, 2020). For example, although we initially designed a stacked area chart in prototype I (an unfamiliar type of data visualisation to our target audience), we changed to bar charts in prototype II, a much more familiar type of data visualisation.

Flexibility in the interaction design to favour dynamic thinking. A flexible interaction brings a dynamic quality that allows a presenter to restructure a problem according to the perception of the situation (Kim & Maher, 2008). This parameter was emphasised during all our exchanges with the participants. The motivation was to introduce the values mentioned by the company owners and executives into the presentation when discussing and negotiating through real-time input of data. In this way, the data visualisation would create a live visual representation of the conversation and negotiation.

These guidelines apply to a broader context than the use of AR data visualisation in presentations given that they build on a general framework focused on the understanding of information in presentations.

Limitations and Future Work

Our work has led to the development of insights on hybrid presentations with data visualisation in AR. The derived insights are propositional and further study and testing is required. Specifically, the Research through Design (RtD) process used in this study is considered as practice-based design research, favouring participatory data collection. This may lead to group bias in the data collected and thus further case studies or experiments would be valuable. This could take the form of additional cases using the hybrid presentation framework (Figure 7) to identify contrasting contexts and thus more effectively refine how the various elements relate and act in different settings. Alternatively, experimental approaches could be used to examine the interaction between the different types of seams (Table 4) and their effect on, for example, user understanding. Future research may inquire and test differences in presenting information with channels that combine different media from the virtuality continuum (Milgram & Kishino, 1994). In addition, future research may explore the notion of touch and tangibility with seams in presentations (Nam & Kim, 2011).
Other future directions for hybridity can be expected in the years to come as merged reality and virtuality becomes the new normal (Ishikura, 2020). The COVID-19 pandemic and resulting social distancing measures has accelerated the process of integrating hybrid experiences in institutions such as museums: “The museum, as an intelligent hybrid of analog and digital, must open as many doors as possible to enable its public to take a critical approach to social developments. […] It must manage the balancing act between the physical and virtual worlds in order to reach the public of the twenty-first century” (ZKM, 2020). The entertainment sector is also going in this direction, and according to Vitillo (2020), proposing that bridge the gap between virtual and real. The term phygital has also recently emerged to describe experiences that connect physical and digital environments (Townsend, 2018). The concept is even extended to present the new type of workplaces in the post-COVID-19 era, defined as phygital spaces (Giacomelli, 2020). Hence, the proposed hybrid presentation concept has potential to inform numerous aspects of future design research in this area.

Conclusions

Advancements in AR technologies permit new ways of presenting and experiencing data beyond the screen. This research aimed to answer two main questions: (1) How to design an AR data visualisation in presentations? and (2) How to orchestrate seams in presentations that include AR? For this, an in-depth Research through Design case study was conducted. The study included two data visualisation prototypes in HoloLens, each of them developed over three phases based on a design thinking methodology: user research, design process, and user evaluation. This paper makes three main contributions and answers our two research questions. First, we propose the concept of hybrid presentations as a type of presentation that blends, in the same narrative, at least two channels that combine physical and virtual media (Figure 7). Second, we explain how to orchestrate seams in hybrid presentations (answering RQ2) by considering two perspectives on seam visibility: channel and narrative (Table 4). Seams are understood as transitions between media channels and may be visible (when the transition presents breaks) or invisible (when the transition is continuous). Our second contribution also introduces a narrative perspective on seams, and advocates for maintaining a coherent storyline and flow across media channels. Third, we translate these insights into concrete guidelines for designers dealing with hybrid presentations and design of AR data visualisations in presentations more generally (answering RQ1).

Looking forward, it appears that hybrid presentations are a natural evolution in the presentation of information. We bring to the fore in this paper the presentation of information focusing on the narrative, despite discontinuities caused by changes in media channels. Designing seams focusing on the narrative becomes a priority when bringing the message and communication experience to the forefront. This is particularly important in an era where technological means of presentation are rapidly changing. It forms the basis for identifying a number of directions for future research at the crossroads of design and communication research, and highlights the need for a more human-centred approach, which prioritises the delivery of message and experience.
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Endnotes

1. Media: In this article, the term media is referred to as media of dissemination that includes writing, printing, and electronic broadcasting (Luhmann, 1995).
2. Explanatory and experiential data visualisation: Cairo (2013) defines three types of data visualisations: exploratory, experiential, and explanatory. (1) Exploratory data visualisations aim to explore datasets to find insights. They are used for data analysis. (2) Experiential data visualisations create an emotion and may lead to action. (3) Explanatory data visualisations explain the insights found in the data. This type of data visualisation is used in reports and presentations. This taxonomy allows for the combination of several types in the same data visualisation. For instance, the example we present in this article merges types 2 and 3.
3. Channel: There are many definitions of the term in media theory. Here we refer to the actual technology over which media are distributed that includes storytelling features (Lugmayr et al., 2017).
4. Course: A course is the sum of the narrated plot, including an audience’s interpretation of events. It orientates the unfolding of the story and implies knowledge creation (Lugmayr et al., 2017).
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